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LIVESTOCK CLAUSES 

1. The words '60 days' in (c) of the first paragraph of the transit clause (incorporating warehouse to 

warehouse clause) of the Institute Cargo Clauses and also in (c) of the first paragraph of clause 3 of 

the Institute Strikes Riots and Civil Commotions Clauses are substituted by the words '7 days' 

2. Clause 5 of the Institute Cargo Clauses is deemed to be deleted. 

3. This company shall pay for 

(a) loss or death and/or mortality of each animal from any cause whatsoever (except resulting from 

inoculation under quarantine or infectious diseases prevention regulations or from being a parturient 

condition), 

(b) loss of or damage to each animal caused by jettison and/or washing overboard, 

(c) injury from any cause whatsoever causing animals to be incapable of breeding, and/or 

(d) general average and special charges, including charges necessary for maintenance of the animals 

insured hereunder whilst the vessel is in a port of refuge or distress in consequence of the perils of the 

seas. 

4. In no event shall this company be liable for any claim for injury from any cause whatsoever except 

such injury as provided in clause 3 (b) and (c) above or as would be allowed as general average or as 

would be recoverable under the Institute War Clauses and/or the Institute Strikes Riots and Civil 

Commotions Clauses incorporated herein, but the foregoing do not mean to exclude loss by destruction 

of animals in the interests of humanity when their suffering from fractured limbs, which shall be 

recoverable under clauses 3 (a) above. 

5. Notwithstanding anything contained to the contrary in clause 3 (a) above and the Institute War 

Clauses, this company shall not pay for any loss caused by prohibition of import or failure to pass test 

or slaughter by the authorities under quarantine or infectious diseases prevention regulations. 

6. Warranted animals to be in the state of good health at the commencement of risk. 

 


